Custom & Stock
Packaging – Janitorial – Machinery

Stretch Film Wrappers

PP-981 HP (High Profile)
Economical semi automatic pallet wrapper with mechanical pre-stretch and
digital controls. 10 program memory, Variable wrap count, 3,000 lb capacity,
fixed speed turntable, standard machine accommodates pallets up to 85"
high, 59" heavy duty turntable with diamond plate non-slip surface. 110 volt
power.

PP-981 LP (Low Profile) Includes Ramp
Economical semi automatic pallet wrapper with mechanical pre-stretch and digital
controls. 10 program memory, Variable wrap count, 3,000 lb capacity, fixed speed
turntable, standard machine accommodates pallets up to 85" high, 59" heavy duty
turntable with diamond plate non-slip surface. 110 volt power. Includes Loading
Ramp

PP-983 HP (High profile)
Semi automatic pallet wrapper with 225% automatic powered pre-stretch with "Easy
Thread Design", 10 program memory, digital controls, photo eye, 4,000 lb capacity,
18 sets of double roller supports, 30-40 loads per hour, variable speed turntable 012 RPM, 59" heavy duty turntable with diamond plate non slip surface, 110 volt
power.

PP-983 LP (Low Profile) Includes Ramp
Semi automatic pallet wrapper with 225% automatic powered pre-stretch with "Easy
Thread Design", 10 program memory, digital controls, photo eye, 4,000 lb capacity,
18 sets of double roller supports, 30-40 loads per hour, variable speed turntable 012 RPM, 59" heavy duty turntable with diamond plate non slip surface, 110 volt
power. Includes loading ramp!
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Predator® SS Semi-Automatic Turntable Stretch Wrapper
with Simplified Stretch
Simple and easy to use, the Predator® SS is the affordable solution to stretch wrap
your load without stretching your budget. The Predator® SS is loaded with features,
including top and bottom counters, photo eye, and two (2) wrapping modes.
State-of-the-art INFO screen shows current machine operation and makes
troubleshooting easy. The Simplified Stretch allows you to precisely adjust your
stretch level and film force on your load with the turn of a knob.

Predator® XS Semi-Automatic Turntable Stretch Wrapper
The Predator® XS is designed with extra features that surpass all preconceived
notions of performance and value in semi-automatic systems.
The Predator® XS provides greater film savings as well as improved performance with
Select-Stretch™. Allen-Bradley PLC, automatic film cut, AC drives, and Fast Film Feed
make the Predator® XS the most advanced and reliable system available

Manufactured in the USA, the PATRIOT's lean no nonsense feature rich design
makes it the perfect entry level machine. Ideal for low volume production
environments, The Patriot can help reduce labor and material costs while improving
production efficiencies at the same time. The chain driven turntable and carriage and
all steel welded construction make it one of the most durable machines on the
market.
This machine comes equipped with large 85" maximum wrap diagonal and 4,000 lb.
load capacity, based on a 60" diameter turntable for low profile machines, and 50" x
50" square turntable for high profile machines.

The new PRO-SERIES® enjoys the reputation of being one of the most cost-effective
semi-automatic machines on the market today. A new ergonomic sturdy design, with
chains enclosed in the tower frame, ensures safer operation. Standard features
include: illuminated adjustable (0-7) LED top & bottom wrap counters, top overwrap
control, anti-static film rollers, cycle pause, variable speed controls for both turntable
and carriage, upgraded photo eye to see most dark loads, plus EZ-LOAD Powered PreStretch, maximizing stretch film usage.

Call (630) 628-6500 for current pricing or more information.
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